
Dear friends and volunteers of CERP 

Today marks 2 months of CERP completion 

in India and since then we have grown to-

wards reaching 6 cities! Our newest addition 

has been the city of Kolkata which is con-

stantly challenged with vast poverty, lack of 

medical care and support and of course the 

constant fear of the spread of the virus. 

The last few weeks we have seen a steady 

decline in the number of cases however, we 

are constantly being informed of the 4th 

wave hitting India soon enough.  

People are getting fed up of being indoors 

and the government and cities are witness-

ing what is being called ‘revenge tourism’. 

Despite the need for care in this times, sani-

ty is equally important and people are just 

not able to deal with this intense period 

since 2020 which has disrupted lives, fami-

lies and homes in so many ways. From 

deaths and losses, to emotional stress and 

breakdowns, there have been far too much 

mental and emotional stress on people.  

A friend recently mentioned—I have come to 

a stage where I rather get infected with the 

virus instead of being locked in because I 

cant take it any more! 

Its true that as humans we are unable to stay indoors 

and remain in this most uncertain situation and we 

want our normal lives again.  

CERP has been working hard towards training its 

teams in Bangalore, Pune and Kolkata through zoom 

trainings. We are blessed with wonderful volunteers 

and part time staff who are giving their best. Each one 

realizes the value of their inputs and the work they are 

putting in. 

We also get other forms of request from people—

people needing blood for transfusion, plasma, medical 

costs for other non covid related illnesses and of 

course the direct impact of losing work and thereby 

the inability to meet medical costs for their family 

members. 

The rippling effect of covid is visible—if its not the 

virus, it’s the impact of the virus on the economy, on 

jobs, and on stability.  

Its not going to be easy for many to get back to nor-

mal life but we all have to do the best we can; CERP 

has kept aside resources to support such families in 

urgent need too—impacted by covid in a different 

way, they too are victims of the virus; albeit not by the 

infection itself, but by its cascading effect on liveli-

hood. 

Jim De 
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Concentrators received at CERP Kolkata 

with our Coordinator Amrita Goswami 



Volunteers In focus 

Finding yourself in a situation where everyone is calling you and 
asking for help related to bed availability in hospitals, medical 
assistance, specific medicine, medical instruments, and oxygen 
cylinders/concentrators. Sounds scary, where you do not have 
any info but feel proud when you know that you can help them 
for each of this. CERP gave me this confidence where I could say 
a Covid patient that "Don't worry, I am with you, and I'll arrange 
it for you" this is what one was waiting to hear from you and feel 
relaxed that they are not alone. I would proudly say that I am 

Naaz, a Patient Coordinator of CERP. 

My name is Naina, from New Delhi. I'm working for CERP 

(Collaboration Emergency Response Programme) from last 2 

months. CERP is helping covid affected families and persons for 

their essentials like hospital beds, ambulance service, meals, 

oxygen concentrator and so on. As a Resource database assis-

tant volunteer, I’m really having a great experience working 

with them. My team coordinator is really sweet and helpful to-

wards everyone and me. CERP is the first Organization I'm 

working for and I’m feeling proud and happy to be part of this programme.  

I got to learn many other things through my part of work. As a Resource database 
assistant volunteer, I’m having an amazing experience and would love to work for 
CERP in future also.  

My name is Mukund, I am working as Network coordinator 
for Viva’s children @Risk network Patna. During the pan-
demic, we have started CERP in Patna for covid patients. 
Program really became blessings for many families. I felt so 
blessed to be part of this program, 10 days before I I re-
ceived a call from a patient’s mother, her 23-year-old son 
was admitted in the Patna medical college hospital. One 
month ago, he had covid and due to that his lungs and kid-
neys were severely injured. She started crying when shar-

ing. They were living hope for his survival. I visited them and provided support 
whatever we could. We also provided counselling support and prayed for them. 
She shared nobody had come before and supported like this. God has sent you for 
me after meeting you I feel so comfortable. Her statement encouraging me to do 
more for the needy. May God provide more resources and strength to reach the 
unreachable. 



My name is Niranjan Kumar, I live in 
Gaurichak village at Patna. Our vil-
lage is remote, and the health facili-
ties are extremely far from our place. 
1 week ago, I was tested covid posi-

tive, I became nervous after receiving 
the report. I had symptoms of covid, 
slightly my cough increased and one 
day at midnight breathing difficulties 
had started, my wife was very nervous 
to see my condition. She called Sanjeet 
Sir (CERP Mentor) immediately, within 
half an hour he arrived with oximeter 
and oxygen concentrator. My oxygen 
levels was low. He has given me oxygen 
support. I am doing fine now. I would 
like to thank Sanjeet Sir and all the 
team member for these kinds of Initia-
tive. His timely help could save my life. 

A story in focus 

NEEDS AND CHALLENGES 

• We need one volunteer Doctor in each of our cities to 

assist with patient services 

• Patients need home attendants but thats impossible to 

find during these covid times. 

• We continue to receive requests to assist with medical 

aid and allied support as people are feeling the 

cascading effect of Covid 19 due to loss of job, 

economic crash, etc. 

 

CERP services update 

Total Number of cases 69 
 
Number of recoveries last week- 6 
 
Number of Deaths: - 2 



Impact of Covid 19  
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Region wise information of Covid 19 

 

JHU CSSE COVID-19 Data  

https://github.com/CSSEGISandData/COVID-19


Region wise information of Covid 19 

 

JHU CSSE COVID-19 Data  

Karnataka 

Maharashtra 

West Bengal 

https://github.com/CSSEGISandData/COVID-19

